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PHYSICAL REVIEW B, VOLUME 64, 045413
Molecular diffusion in monolayer and submonolayer nitrogen

F. Y. Hansen1 and L. W. Bruch2
1Department of Chemistry, Technical University of Denmark, IK•207•DTU, DK-2800, Lyngby, Denmark

2Department of Physics, University of Wisconsin–Madison, Madison, Wisconsin 53706
~Received 13 November 2000; revised manuscript received 28 March 2001; published 5 July 2001!

The orientational and translational motions in a monolayer fluid of physisorbed molecular nitrogen are
treated using molecular dynamics simulations. Dynamical response functions and several approximations to
the coefficient of translational diffusion are determined for adsorption on the basal plane surface of graphite
and on a fictitious uncorrugated graphite surface. The rotational diffusion constants in the plastic crystal and in
the fluid phase are calculated. The possibility of observing these phenomena with quasielastic scattering
experiments is discussed. The wave vector range is determined where the ballistic approximation to the
translational molecular self-correlation function is accurate.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.045413 PACS number~s!: 68.43.Pq, 68.35.Rh, 63.22.1m
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although most of the data for monolayers of molecu
nitrogen1–5 are for solids, the recent extensions of quasiel
tic neutron6–8 and helium atom9 scattering experiments rais
the prospect that data on the dynamics of the fluid pha
may become available. Here, we characterize the diffus
motions in monolayer N2 fluids using molecular dynamic
simulations and explore how these motions are reflecte
the correlation functions for inelastic scattering. We take
vantage of the detail with which fluids of this relative
simple diatomic molecule may be modeled, but the meth
of analysis apply also to disordered monolayer phases
more complex molecules. The dynamics of monolayer m
tions are complicated enough that simulation results
likely to be useful in the analysis of data for monolayer m
lecular fluids.

Rotational diffusion in the plastic two-dimensional~2D!
N2 crystal is also treated. Although it has not been measu
for monolayer N2, related experiments were performed f
monolayer CH4.10 The analysis of rotational diffusion her
has application to the modeling of related phenomena ari
in experiments on more complex fluids.8

Quasielastic neutron scattering~QNS! from adsorbed
films has thus far been performed on hydrogenous mater
exploiting the large incoherent cross section of hydrogen
contrast, low-energy neutron scattering from14N is domi-
nated by the coherent cross section. Quasielastic he
atom scattering~QHAS! has concentrated on low-coverag
fluids where the self-terms dominate and simplify the ana
sis. The fluid N2 monolayer has orientational disorder a
strong positional correlations, and there is a problem of
convoluting these processes both of which contribute to
coherent scattering. There were suggestions11,12 that the ori-
entational disorder in a fluid phase might enable the m
surement of diffusion by inelastic scattering even for a
herent scatterer. However, we find for the N2 monolayer that
this occurs for such large wave vectors that the center
mass response function is determined by short-time ball
motion rather than by diffusive motion.

There are long-time tails in the velocity autocorrelati
functions of the N2 monolayer fluid, and they strongly influ
0163-1829/2001/64~4!/045413~7!/$20.00 64 0454
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ence the diffusivelike motions. While the correlation fun
tions for incoherent scattering are analyzed to give effec
diffusion constants for 3D fluids,13 we find that the corre-
sponding analysis for the monolayer fluid is much less sa
factory. Finally, we demonstrate how the single-molec
diffusive motion may be accessed despite the N2 monolayer
being primarily a coherent-scattering system.

The molecule-molecule interaction is the same as tha
recent work on the monolayer solids of N2 /graphite14 and
close to that for N2 /Ag(111).15 Two models of the
molecule-substrate interaction, graphite with and witho
corrugation, are used to explore what may be observed f
variety of substrates. The substrate is taken to be static.
et al.,9 in a QHAS study of low-density Xe/Pt~111!, modeled
the damping of adatom motions with a Brownian frictio
arising from the substrate and found scarcely any effec
the linewidth for a damping coefficient of 0.25 ps21. Since
the damping coefficient for N2 /graphite is estimated16 to be
in the range 2 –4 ns21, their simulations give support to th
use of the static-substrate approximation in the present w

The organization of this paper is as follows. The mod
and the methods of calculation are summarized in Sec
Results for the diffusion constants, the velocity autocorre
tion function, rotational diffusion, and the incoherent scatt
ing function are presented in Sec. III. Section IV presents
analysis of possible quasielastic scattering measuremen
the finite-density fluid. Section V has some concluding
marks. Supplementary material has been deposited in
EPAPS archive.17

II. METHODS

The N2-N2 interaction, denoted X1M and defined in deta
in a recent paper,14 consists of atom-atom terms, electrosta
interactions, and the McLachlan substrate-mediated inte
tion. The N2-substrate potential is the N2-graphite potential
used there, in the corrugated-surface case, and is the la
average of that in the smooth-surface case.

Initially, the submonolayer patches are in the form
stripes, as described in Ref. 18. A complete monolayer
224 molecules in the cell and the densities are given as f
©2001 The American Physical Society13-1
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F. Y. HANSEN AND L. W. BRUCH PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 045413
TABLE I. Tracer diffusion constantsDeff , in 1025 cm2 s21, derived from mean-square displacements
the corrugated and smooth graphite models at different coveragesr using Eq.~3.1! and averaging over 150
ps.

Deff

Corrugated surface Smooth surface
T ~K! r53/14 r57/14 r510/14 r51.0 r53/14 r57/14 r510/14

30a 3.3 – – – 11.4 4.0 2.8
35a 12.8 3.9 1.1 – 35.5 8.2 5.4
40 18.2 7.2 3.5 – 47.2 12.8 6.8
45 21.3 9.4 4.5 – 50.3 15.0 7.5
65 43.7 18.0 8.5 – 63.8 20.0 8.2
80 – – – 4.3 – – –

aOn the smooth surface, trajectory calculations show a self-bound liquid state at 30 K. For both the
gated and smooth surfaces, trajectory calculations indicate fluid states with large density fluctuations a
See Ref. 19.
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tions ~e.g.,r57/14) of a commensurate monolayer dens
r51 for graphite, 0.0636/Å2.

The isothermal constrained dynamics algorithm has b
described previously.14 The basic time series for evaluatin
correlation functions is 200 ps long and averaging beg
after long equilibration runs, typically ca. 800–1000 p
Whether the monolayer is a solid, self-bound liquid, or h
mogeneous fluid is determined by reviewing the configu
tions in trajectory calculations.19 Most of the states treated i
this paper are homogeneous fluids.

Although the dynamical functions may depend on the o
entation of the wave vectorsqW , the calculated dependence
these fluid phases is smaller than the fluctuations in tim
correlation functions and their Fourier transforms. Therefo
the production runs are based on 2D circular averagesqW
~in-plane average!. This procedure reduces the numeric
noise in the averaging and, for the smooth surface, redu
an artificial anisotropy introduced by the shape of the sim
lation cell.

III. DYNAMICS

A. Translational diffusion

The long-time limit of thermal motions in a monolaye
fluid shows a striking persistence of velocity correlations20

However, it has been possible to extract translational di
sion constants from simulation data,21 because there ar
ranges of time for which the mean-square displacement
creases linearly with time and ranges of wave vector
which the single-particle dynamic structure factor is appro
mately a Lorentzian in frequency.

In such ranges of ‘‘long time,’’ the mean-square displac
ment of the molecular centers of massRW j is related to the
tracer diffusion constant by22

Deff5 lim
t→`

1

4tN (
j 51

N

^@RW j~ t !2RW j~0!#2&. ~3.1!

Although this definition is difficult to implement for a dens
monolayer fluid in which layer promotion is occurring,14 the
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fitted values ofDeff in the present work are usually17 the
same to within 10% when averaging over 20 ps and over
ps for temperatures of 35–65 K andr53/14–10/14. The
values for the corrugated and smooth cases are liste
Table I. As expected, the diffusion constants in both ca
decrease as coverage increases. At a given coverage, th
ference between diffusion constants in the two cases narr
with increasing temperature. This is most pronounced for
r510/14 density, as increase of density and of tempera
both reduce the relative importance of the corrugation.

We examined plots of lnDeff versus 1/T for three iso-
chores, shown in Ref. 17, for evidence of thermally activa
processes in the data of Table I. There are approxima
straight lines for the corrugated-surface case with slopes
responding to an activation energy in the range 92–96
The potential energy barrier to N2 motion on the corrugated
graphite surface is23 30 K, so the 95 K activation energ
must include effects of the N2-N2 interactions in transien
clusters. The lnDeff vs 1/T slopes for the smooth-surfac
case are much smaller, and the activation energy, if any
smaller than 45 K for the temperature range 40–65 K.

Another determination of the diffusion constant is bas
on evaluation of the incoherent intermediate scattering fu
tion F ic(qW ,t) for the center-of-mass coordinate and its Fo
rier transform, the incoherent dynamic structure fac
Sic(qW ,v):

F ic~qW ,t !5
1

N (
j 51

N

^exp@ ıqW •$RW j~ t !2RW j~0!%#&; ~3.2!

Sic~qW ,v!5
1

2pE F ic~qW ,t !e2ıvtdt. ~3.3!

To the extent that long-wavelength density fluctuations
governed by a diffusion approximation, the correspond
incoherent response function has a Lorentzian shape:24,25

Sic~qW ,v!5
1

p

Diq
2

v21~Diq
2!2

, lim q→0. ~3.4!
3-2
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MOLECULAR DIFFUSION IN MONOLAYER AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 045413
Equation~3.4! applies to the translational motion in the flui
The effective diffusion constantDi is determined by fitting
the half width at half maximum~HWHM! of the incoherent
scattering function and depends on the wave vectorq.

On the other hand, for very largeq only the ballistic,
nearly free, motion at small times is significant. Then the l
shape of the scattering function is Gaussian and given b24

Sic~qW ,v!5
1

ApD theor
2

expS 2
v2

D theor
2 D , ~3.5!

where for a classical system of massesM in 2D

D theor
2 52q2

kBT

M
. ~3.6!

There is a steady evolution from the Lorentzian to the Gau
ian shape forSic asq increases. For example, for the smoo
surface with r57/14 and T545 K at q50.5 Å21, the
Lorentzian shape is a much better fit than the Gaus
shape, which has too little spectral strength in the wings.
the other hand, atq54.0 Å21 the converse is true and th
Lorentzian shape has too much spectral strength in
wings. ~These comparisons are shown in Ref. 17.! The line
shape forq.4 Å21 is well fitted by a Gaussian function, Eq
~3.5!, and forq.5 Å21 the width is within 10% of the free-
particle value given by Eq.~3.6!. The transition from diffu-
sion to the ballistic limit is shown here for the 7/14 fluid
45 K in Fig. 1, where the HWHM calculated withDeff from
Table I is compared to the widths derived from fits to Lore
zian and Gaussian shapes. While an interpolation betw
the two line shapes has been constructed13 for 3D fluids, the
corresponding generalized line shape did not fit the sim
tion data for the 2D fluid.

The Gaussian HWHM for several densities are shown
Fig. 2 for both corrugated- and smooth-surface cases.
free-particle approximation becomes accurate at smalleq

FIG. 1. The HWHM of the incoherent scattering functionSic for
the r57/14 fluid at 45 K for the smooth surface, as obtained fro
Lorentzian and Gaussian fits and from the diffusion constantDeff

fitted to the mean-square displacement. The latter approxima
only becomes accurate forq,0.25 Å21.
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for the lower densities, but the corrugation also reduces
width significantly at the smallerq; both of these are ex
pected trends.

For Fig. 1, the Lorentzian shape fitsSic at q50.5 Å21

well, but theDi58.431025 cm2/s is 40% less than theDeff
derived from the mean-square displacements. Even aq
50.25 Å21, the Di51231025 cm2/s is 20% smaller than
Deff . Similarly, the Lorentzian fit atq50.5 Å21 for the r
510/14, T545 K smooth-surface case givesDi
55.231025 cm2/s, 30% smaller than the correspondin
Deff . That is, none of these cases is truly in theq→0 limit to
which Deff applies.

The approach to the ballistic limit for low-density Xe
Pt~111! was studied in experiments and calculations by E
et al.9 For Xe/Pt~111!, the ballistic approximation is alread
accurate at 0.5 Å21, perhaps because that density is only1

5

of the lowest density N2 case treated here.

B. Velocity correlation functions

The measures for the diffusion constant in Sec. III A a
closely related to the autocorrelation function of the cent
of-mass velocity, which for componentva is defined by

f a~ t !5^va~ t !va~0!&/^va~0!2&. ~3.7!

We use suchf (t) for another characterization of the dynam
ics at severalr andT. The case ofr57/14 atT540 K on
the corrugated surface, shown in Ref. 17, is typical and
three stages of decay:~a! at very small times, in the first 0.1
ps, f (t) decreases quadratically with time to a value of 0
~b! at intermediate times, the next 0.5 ps, there is an appr
mately exponential decay to a value of about 0.1; and~c!
over the next few ps, there is a final slower decay.

The parabolic variation in stage~a! corresponds to the
ballistic regime discussed forSic at Eq.~3.5!. The parameter

n

FIG. 2. The Gaussian widths~HWHM!, shown as the deviation
in percent from the ballistic width, determined fromSic for several
fluid densities at 45 K as a function of wave vector. Open symb
are for the smooth surface and filled symbols for the corruga
surface.
3-3
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F. Y. HANSEN AND L. W. BRUCH PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 045413
b in the variation exp(2bt) in stage~b! is the friction coef-
ficient in a Langevin equation25 and is used to define a dif
fusion constant

Dvelexp5kBT/~Mb! ~3.8!

that is tabulated in Ref. 17 forr53/14, 7/14, and 10/14. In
each case,Dvelexp is smaller than theDeff derived from the
mean-square displacement. This is a direct consequenc
the persistence of the velocity correlations beyond the tim
expected from the Langevin-friction approximation and is
characteristic of 2D fluids. Theb-value pairs forr53/14 and
7/14 scale with the density to about 10% in most of t
temperature and corrugation cases, in accord with the bin
collision approximation to kinetic theory.26 At a given tem-
peratureb increases asr increases, in accord with the antic
pated faster decay and smaller diffusion constant at hig
density. There is a sharp drop inb for the smooth-surface
case from 30 to 35 K that is correlated with a change from
self-bound liquid filling only part of the cell to a homoge
neous fluid filling the cell.

The very slow decay in stage~c! is referred to as ‘‘the
long-time tail’’ of the correlation function.20 Fitting f a(t) to
a form a/t gives a measure of the strength of the ‘‘tai
although there is much scatter in plots oft f (t). Thea value
decreases as the density increases and is insensitive to
perature except for the lowest temperatures where there
self-bound liquid patches for the smooth surface. Corru
tion of the holding potential causes a great reduction oa,
but the relative effect in the time constantsb is much
smaller.

C. Rotational diffusion

Much of the monolayer phase diagram of physisorbed2
consists of plastic solid and fluid states that are orientat
ally disordered. The simulations enable quantitative cha
terizations of the dynamics of the orientational degree
freedom of the molecule.

The incoherent-atomic scattering functionF ia for a rigid
diatomic molecule (Na52) is27

F ia~qW ,t !5(
j 51

2

^exp@ ıqW •$rW j~ t !2rW j~0!%#&/Na , ~3.9!

where the atomic positionsrW j are expressed in terms of th
center-of-mass positionRW , the internuclear distancel and the
orientation of the internuclear axisn̂ by

rW j5RW 6~ l /2!n̂. ~3.10!

Define a correlation functionFi / that isolates the orienta
tional coordinate

Fi /~qW ,t !5^exp@ ı lqW •$n̂~ t !2n̂~0!%/2#&. ~3.11!

In many cases the center-of-mass and orientational mot
are nearly decoupled,11,12

F ia~qW ,t !.F ic~qW ,t !Fi /~qW ,t !, ~3.12!
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with F ic defined in Eq.~3.2!. Equation~3.12! is satisfied to a
good approximation in the simulations of the plastic phase
the monolayer solid and in the monolayer fluid, as tested
q50.525 Å21 and times up to 5 ps.

When n̂ remains in the monolayer plane,Fi / has the
form24

Fi /~ t !5@J0~Q!#212(
k51

`

@Jk~Q!#2 Ck~ t !, ~3.13!

Ck~ t !5^cos$k@f~ t !2f~0!#%&. ~3.14!

The circular average in Eq.~3.11! corresponds to random
azimuthal anglesf(0) and was performed in the simulatio
to enhance the stability of the averaging process. TheJk are
cylindrical Bessel functions of argumentQ5ql/2.

The monolayer fluid simulations for N2 show Eq.~3.13! is
quite accurate. One test is to compare the long-time li
‘ ‘ t→`, ’ ’ where the time-dependent terms in Eq.~3.13!
have decayed to zero, to@J0(Q)#2. For ther57/14 fluid on
the corrugated surface at 45 K, the simulation agrees w
this to within 10% up toq'2.5 Å21 and the deviations are
attributed to the increasing significance of out-of-plane flu
tuations of the molecular axis asq increases. A second test
that, for ranges ofq for which the J1 term dominates the
sum, the decay time of the averagedFi / is independent ofq.
This is confirmed by formingDF(q,t)5Fi /(t)2Fi /(`)
and showing that the ratioDF(q,t)/DF(q,0) is nearly inde-
pendent ofq for times up to 3 ps and wave vectors up
2 Å21. A third test is based on scaling the Fourier transfo
of the time-dependent term in Eq.~3.13! for wave vectors
q50.522.5 Å21. The frequency shapes of the curves sho
be ~and are! identical when thek51 term dominates, differ-
ing only by the scale factor@J1(Q)#2. This scaling is illus-
trated for the monolayer solid (r51) on graphite at 25 K
and 30 K in Ref. 17.

The fitted time constants of the exponential dec
exp(2t/t/) are listed in Table II for ther57/14 monolayer
fluid at 45 K and for the commensurate monolayer solidr
51 at several temperatures. The orientational-disorde
temperature calculated14 with the present model is 22 K s
that the 25 K entry presumably reflects a solid with lon
lived orientational fluctuations. The simulation captures
sequential nature of the disordering of the monolayer2,
with rotational diffusion from orientational disorder in th
plastic crystal beginning before the onset of translational

TABLE II. Comparison of rotational diffusion time constants o
the corrugated surface. The time constants (k51) of exponential
relaxation of the orientational self-correlation function in ps eva
ated at 1 Å21 are listed.

T ~K! r57/14 r51.0

25 – 9.8
30 – 3.8
45 0.9a –
50 – 0.9

aOn the smooth surface atr57/14, the time constant is 1.0 ps.
3-4
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MOLECULAR DIFFUSION IN MONOLAYER AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 045413
fusion in the fluid. Thet/ data in Table II for the monolaye
solid at temperatures up to 10 K above its orientational d
order transition have a strongT dependence that might giv
valuable information on this subtle transition.1

The values in Table II for the monolayer fluid are in th
range found for other dense phases of disordered molec
Thek51 orientational relaxation time for 3D liquid N2 at 66
K is12 0.7 ps and for a monolayer solid of CH4 /graphite at
55 K is10 0.8 ps.

The functionCk(t) has been evaluated in previous N2
simulations atr51 and temperatures overlapping the ran
treated here, although there are small differences in the
teraction models. The qualitative difference in behavior
low and above the orientational disordering temperature
demonstrated28 with simulations at 16 K and 40 K. At 40 K
fitting an exponential to thek51 simulation data givest/

.1.5 ps. At 74 K, for what appears to be a monolayer flu
fitting the exponential to thek51 simulation data29 gives
t/.0.35 ps. However, the decay time does not scale ak2

when thek52 data29 are treated and the main features
Ck(t) at 74 K appear to be represented better by free r
tion, in analogy to the ballistic approximation for translatio
Eq. ~3.5!.

IV. QUASIELASTIC SCATTERING

The functions treated in Sec. III are those where it
simplest to identify and quantify diffusion in the calcul
tions. However, most of the experimental methods use s
tering to measure the intermediate scattering function or
dynamic structure factor. In this section we summarize c
culations done to identify wave vector ranges where the c
ter of mass and rotational correlation functions may
probed for a coherent-scattering target such as N2.

The coherent-atomic intermediate scattering functionFca
for the diatomic molecular system is defined by

Fca~qW ,t !5
1

~NaNmol!
(
j ,a

(
j 8,a8

^exp$ıqW •@RW j1rW j ,a#~ t !%

3exp$2ıqW •@RW j 81rW j 8,a8#~0!%&, ~4.1!

with j , j 8 sums over the number of moleculesNmol5N and
a,a8 sums over the two atoms,Na52, of a given molecule.
The positions relative to the center-of-massRW j are rW j ,a5

6( l /2)n̂ j . The corresponding function for the center-o
mass degree of freedom is

Fcc~qW ,t !5
1

Nmol
(

j
(
j 8

^exp$ıqW •RW j~ t !%exp$2ıqW •RW j 8~0!%&.

~4.2!

The Fourier transforms ofFca andFcc are denotedSca(qW ,v)
andScc(qW ,v), respectively.

The dynamic structure factorSca(qW ,v) gives the coheren
response of the correlated system in inelastic scattering
periments. For neutron scattering, the total dynamic struc
factor has terms from the coherent (sc) and incoherent (s i)
04541
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neutron cross sections and is given in terms of the Fou
transforms of Eqs.~4.1! and ~3.9! by

S~qW ,v!5scSca~qW ,v!1s iSia~qW ,v!. ~4.3!

Since30 s i /sc50.045 for low-energy neutron scatterin
from 14N, S(qW ,v) is dominated by the coherent-scatterin
term for most of theq range. In some circumstances,31 the
relative contribution of thes i term is enhanced by exper
ments at smallq. This does not seem to be a promisin
method of probing incoherent processes in the N2 liquid,
because the liquid structure factor of the submonolayer fl
remains quite appreciable at smallq for the temperatures
treated here.

However, there are special wave vectors11,12 whereFca is
dominated by the incoherent response described withF ia ,
because the form factor of the diatomic molecule vanis
and thus eliminates the contribution from the coher
center-of-mass scattering. To explore what may be lear
with quasielastic scattering from the N2 monolayer fluid, we
have compared the simulation results for Eq.~4.1! to an ap-
proximate form using the incoherent response functions.

If the center-of-mass and orientational degrees of freed
are statistically independent, as assumed in Eq.~3.12!, and,
further, if the orientations of different molecules are not co
related, Eq.~4.1! reduces to

Fca~qW ,t !.2^cos@qW •~ l /2!n̂#&2 Fcc~qW ,t !1F ic~qW ,t !DFi /~qW ,t !,
~4.4!

where, using circular averaging andQ5ql/2,

DFi /~qW ,t !54(
k51

`

@J2k~Q!#2 C2k~ t ! ~4.5!

and

^cos@qW •~ l /2!n̂#&25@J0~Q!#2. ~4.6!

We made extensive tests of the approximation
Sca(qW ,v) obtained by Fourier transformation of Eq.~4.4! for
many density and corrugation combinations. Theq55 Å21

case of ther57/14, T545 K smooth-surface fluid is show
in Fig. 3. There, as expected from the near vanishing
J0(ql/2), theSca is well fitted by the term arising from the
second term on the right-hand side of Eq.~4.4!. The HWHM
of 1.25 THz agrees with that obtained by convoluting t
ballistic approximation to F ic with an exponential (t
50.53 ps) fit toDFi / over the first 1.0 ps.~There is a
slower nonexponential decay ofDFi / from 2 to 4 ps.! In
experiments, a fit toSca(qW ,v) at suchq might be used to
determine the rotational relaxation timet. There are marked
changes in fitting the frequency dependence ofSca(qW ,v) for
q54 and 6 Å21, which bracket thisq, as shown in Ref. 17.
In the small-q range, the calculatedSca is well fitted up to
q'2 Å21 by the first term on the right-hand side, and t
second term is very small.32 Indeed, in calculations for the
commensurate monolayer solid, nearly identical values
3-5
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the Brillouin-zone-center gap were derived from the atom
and the center-of-mass correlation functions.14

The explicit forms in Eqs.~4.5! and ~4.6! depend on the
molecular axes remaining in the monolayer plane. As d
cussed for Eq.~3.13!, this is a good approximation, althoug
the corrugated surface and molecule-molecule interact
both lead to some tipping of axes out of the plane. For
53/14 and the smooth surface, the response atq'4.5 Å21 is
dominated by the incoherent terms, while for the corruga
surface the correspondingq is a bit larger. The simulation
shows that these largeq values do not affect the width aris
ing from the rotational relaxation (DFi /) but theF ic factor
then is dominated by the ballistic translational motion.

At small wave vectors, whereSca(qW ,v) follows Scc(qW ,v)
closely, it seems feasible to obtain a fair approximation
the q-dependent diffusion constantDi . The Vineyard
approximation33 for the time-dependent pair distributio
function leads to an approximation

Fcc~qW ,t !}S~qW !F ic~qW ,t ! ~4.7!

whereS(qW ) is the static structure factor of the 2D fluid. Th
approximation was tested for ther57/14, T545 K fluid on
the smooth surface by fitting the time dependence ofF ia and
of Fcc on 0.5–5.0 ps to exponentials forq50.5 and 1.0 Å21.

FIG. 3. Comparison of simulation data for the coherent-atom

dynamic structure factorSca(qW ,v) to the transform of the product o
the incoherent center-of-mass functionF ic and DF( i ,/). Results
are shown for ther57/14 smooth-surface fluid at 45 K atq
55 Å21. The planar rotor model predicts that the contribution

Scc(qW ,v) should vanish atq54.38 Å21, Sec. IV. The filled dots
denote the values ofSca; the open triangles denote the results of t
Fourier transform of the productF ic DF( i ,/); the full triangles

denote 2̂cos@qW•(l/2)n̂#&2 Scc, the product of the center-of-mass c
herent term and thet→` baseline of the rotational function. Muc

poorer correspondence betweenSca(qW ,v) and the transform of
F ic DF( i ,/) is obtained atq54 and 6 Å21.
04541
c

-

ns
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The time constants are'10% smaller than those obtaine
from the Lorentzian fits toSic discussed in Sec. III A, and th
deviation is larger at the largerq. This is quite encouraging
for using the shape of the coherent response func
Sca(qW ,v) at smallq to measure diffusion in the monolaye
fluid. Future calculations might test how the accuracy of
Vineyard approximation changes with density.

V. CONCLUSION

The mean-square displacements, velocity autocorrela
functions, and incoherent scattering functions were cal
lated for the monolayer N2 fluid. The diffusion constants on
the corrugated surface are smaller than those on the sm
surface and reflect a thermally activated motion~energy
'95 K) not evident in the latter. Much of the strength of th
velocity autocorrelation functions is in time ranges not w
fitted by the exponential time dependence expected
Langevin kinetics. The several measures of the center
mass translation are all strongly influenced by the persiste
of correlations~‘‘long-time tails’’ ! of 2D fluids, even though
the N2 molecules in these simulations may tip out of t
adsorption plane and may desorb to a second-layer gas p
or to 3D gas.

At intermediate- and short-time scales, motions in t
monolayer fluid are qualitatively similar to those in 3D flu
ids, with the Lorentzian and Gaussian shapes for spec
functions expected for diffusive and ballistic motions, r
spectively. However, for a wide range of wave vectors,
widths of the spectral functions are not simply given by t
mean-square displacements either for diffusive motion
free motion. In the examples treated here, the Lorentzian
shape is reached forq50.5 Å21, but the width is 30–40%
smaller than that estimated using the mean-square disp
ments. The ballistic approximation to the width becomes
curate to only 5–10% forq55 Å21 and becomes accurate
smaller q for lower densities. For the present corrugatio
and temperatures, the widths of the spectral functions are
very sensitive to the corrugation. The widths derived fro
quasielastic experiments on monolayer fluids probably w
not be easily interpreted in terms of the limiting approxim
tions, and there will need to be concurrent simulations at
experimental conditions to make full use of the experimen
data.
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